Evaluation of effective treatment depth in skin cancer treatments with electronic brachytherapy.
To evaluate changes in the percent depth dose (PDD) and effective depth of treatment due to force applied by the applicator during treatments of nonmelanoma skin cancer with the Xoft electronic brachytherapy system. To simulate compressible tissue, a 5-mm tissue-equivalent bolus was used. A soft x-ray ion chamber was used for output measurements, which were performed for all Xoft surface applicators with plastic endcaps in place. Output was first measured at 5 mm depth with minimal pressure from the applicator on the bolus and then repeated after applying uniform pressure on the applicator to calculate the change in PDD and effective treatment depth. For the 10-mm cone, a moderate force of 5 N changed the PDD by more than 20%. The effect was also pronounced for the 20-mm cone, while minimal for the 35- and 50-mm cones. Even when only a moderate force was applied, the effective prescription depth changed by several millimeters, on the order of a typical prescription depth. Based on the results of this simulation, excessive pressure applied on the skin by the applicator can drastically alter the PDD and effective treatment depth. The effect is most pronounced for the 10- and 20-mm cones, which tend to be used most frequently. Inappropriate applicator placement may therefore result in significant consequences such as excessive dose to the target, severe skin reaction, permanent discoloration, skin indentation, and poor overall cosmesis upon completion of treatment.